The three beam cases {111, 111; 200} (Case I) and {111, III; 220} (Case II) in germanium were examined with CuKai radiation from a bent quartz monochromator crystal. For the intensity relation /O/(/L + -TM), excellent agreement with previous measurements (Uebach) resulted for Case I; small deviations from a calculated value could be explained by theoretical arguments, considering the crystal as slightly imperfect. In Case II, which reacted more sensitively upon lattice defects, these deviations were much larger and in an unexpected direction. A first attempt of a "Three Beam Lang Topography" is reported.
Introduction
Monochromatic x-ray waves entering perfect crystals in directions which satisfy the Laue-Braggcondition on one set of net planes create wave fields inside the crystal. Each one of these fields is a combination of two plane waves with wave vectors K 0 and 1£H ; the maximum amplitudes of the fields are arranged on planes parallel to the net planes with the same periodicity, and those fields which have their planes with maximum amplitudes far from planes of atoms undergo reduced absorption: Borrmann effect [ Other three beam cases are usually much more difficult to handle, even the seemingly similar one with reflections on (111) and (111). However this case is rather different from the first one, as can be shown by comparison with the well known Renninger "Umweganregungs-Effekt" [5] , where the "Umweg" results from the difference of two wave vectors. In our cases the difference vectors are ^Ilf -^111 = K 002 an( l -Kill -^111 = X 220> res PIn the diamond lattice, however, {200} is related to a "forbidden" reflection, but {220} to the strongest reflection. This suggests strong differences between our two cases, which should therefore be characterized as follows: , K5, KQ in Case II. We restrict our considerations, however, to the symmetrical cases, were the incident waves are parallel to Ki (or £4, resp.).
The dispersion surface of Case I is easily calculable, and if the problem is simplified to the intersection with the plane of symmetry (001), even an analytical solution can be derived, as was shown earlier [3] . The fundamental equations for Case II are more difficult to handle (cf. the following chapter), but again the simplified problem can be solved analytically. This has been shown, together with some details of the theory (and more references on many beam cases), in [6] .
Borrmann and Hartwig tried to demonstrate the enhanced effect also in Case II but they failed: Whereas in Case I clearly three points 1, 2, 3 ( 
Calculations
The calculation of the dispersion surface starts from the fundamental equations of the dynamical theory which can be written as follows [9] : 
Experiment
The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 4 . CuKai radiation from a fine focus tube RR (line focus F perpendicular to the plane of the figure) was focused by a bent quartz monochromator crystal M onto the axis of a diffractometer G. The specimen crystal K was adjusted to Case I or II in such a way that, while the reflection Ro (in direction of the incident beam) remained in the plane of Fig. 4 , RL and RM were diffracted in symmetrical directions below and above this plane (then Rh in Fig. 4 w r ould be the projection of both reflections; actually Fig. 4 is draw n for reflection in a two beam  case) . A scintillation counter Z or a photographic plate P were used to record the reflections.
As specimen crystals germanium plates with surfaces parallel (deviation less than 10') to (110), etched with CP 4, were used. One plate with thickness £ = 0.98 mm contained dislocations, two others with £ = 0.37 and £=1.097 mm were dislocationfree.
As already mentioned, the crystals were adjusted only for the symmetrical three beam cases (incident waves directed to point 1 in Case I or point 4 in Case II, resp., cf. Figure 1) . This alignment cannot be done directly with thicker crystals due to the very weak intensities of the {111} reflections. But . 8b) ; but it is hard to decide whether this structure is exactly the same in all reflections.
In order to answer this question we made an attempt to obtain a "three beam topograph" of our crystal. For this purpose the arrangement shown in Fig. 5 was added which allowed a precise lateral movement of the crystal together with the photographic plate. A topograph achieved with this arrangement is shown in Figure 9 . It reveals clearly a somewhat different structure in RL and RM-SO this kind of topography yields more information than the usual method using the two beam caseat least in principle, but at the expense of a more difficult adjustment, a complicated theoretical background and a long exposure time (which, however, could be shortened drastically by using synchrotron radiation).
A first attempt to evaluate the comparison of two beam and three beam intensities for the detection of lattice defects in a particular case has been reported elsewhere [15] . 
Conclusions
The experimental arrangement using a monochromator crystal has proved to be very suited for precise intensity measurements in three beam cases. In Case I small deviations between measured intensities and those predicted by the (perfect crystal) theory already observed by Uebach have been confirmed (although only in one point) with a higher precision, and the explanation (influence of small lattice defects) seems very likely from theoretical considerations. In Case II the intensity measurements resulted in values which deviated nearly by 1/3 from theory in an unexpected direction. So there remain open questions.
On the one hand, further measurements with perfect crystals in both cases seem to be necessary; the use of monochromatized, highly polarized synchroton radiation would considerabty simplify the comparison of the intensities of Case I with those of Case II and of both with theory. Such measurements are in preparation.
On the other hand, measurements with less perfect crystals should go parallel with the attempt of establishing a simple theory of three beam cases in slightly deformed lattices, possibly comparably to the Penning-Polder theory [16] of the two beam case. Using synchroton radiation, three beam topography could be established with much shorter exposure times, due to the more favourable properties of the incident radiation.
